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Science: A Way of Knowing

How do you know what you know?
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Our lives are filled with choices. What should I eat? Is it safe to cross the street? Should I
bother to recycle an aluminum can, or just throw it in the trash? Every day we have to make
dozens of decisions; each choice is based, in part, on the knowledge that actions in a phys-
ical world have predictable consequences. By what process do you make those decisions?

Making Choices
When you pull into a gas station you have to ask yourself what sort of gasoline to buy
for your car. Over a period of time you may try many different types, observing how
your car responds to each. In the end, you may conclude that a particular brand and
grade suits your car best, and you decide to buy that one in the future. You engage in a
similar process of inquiry and experimentation when you buy shampoo, pain relievers,
athletic shoes, and scores of other products.

These simple examples illustrate one way we learn about the universe. First, we look
at the world to see what is there and to learn how it works. Then we generalize, mak-
ing rules that seem to fit what we see. Finally, we apply those general rules to new situ-
ations we’ve never encountered before, and we fully expect the rules to work.

There doesn’t seem to be anything Earth-shattering about choosing a brand of
gasoline or shampoo. But the same basic procedure of asking questions, making obser-
vations, and arriving at a conclusion can be applied in a more formal and quantitative
way when we want to understand the workings of a distant star or a living cell. In these
cases, the enterprise is called science, and the people who study these questions for a liv-
ing are called scientists.

Sunlight streams through your East window. As you wake
up, you remember it’s Saturday. No classes! And you’re

headed to the beach with friends. It looks like it’s going to be
a beautiful day, just like the weather forecast promised.

We take so much about the natural world for granted.
Every day the Sun rises at a precisely predictable time in the
East. Every day the Sun sets in the West. So, too, the phases
of the Moon and the seasons of the year follow their famil-
iar repetitive cycles.

Ancient humans took note of these and many other
predictable aspects of nature, and they patterned their lives
and cultures accordingly. Today, we formalize this search for
regularities in nature, and we call the process science.

Science Through the Day Sunrise

2

The Role of Science
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Why Study Science?
Science gives us our most powerful tool to understand how our world works and how we
interact with our physical surroundings. Science not only incorporates basic ideas and the-
ories about how our universe behaves, but it also provides a framework for learning more
and tackling new questions and concerns that come our way. Science represents our best
hope for predicting and coping with natural disasters, curing diseases, and discovering new
materials and new technologies with which to shape our world. Science also provides an
unparalleled view of the magnificent order and symmetry of the universe and its work-
ings—from the unseen world of the atomic nucleus to the inconceivable vastness of space.

Pick up your local newspaper any morning of the week and glance at the headlines.
On a typical day you’ll see articles about the weather, environmental concerns, and long-
range planning by one of your local utility companies. There might be news about a new
treatment for cancer, an earthquake in California, or new advances in biotechnology.
The editorial pages might feature comments on cloning humans, arguments for a NASA
planetary mission, debates about teaching evolution, or perhaps a trial involving DNA
fingerprinting. What do all of these stories have in common? They may affect your life
in one way or another, and they all depend, to a significant degree, on science.

We live in a world of matter and energy, forces and motions. The process of science is
based on the idea that everything we experience in our lives takes place in an ordered uni-
verse with regular and predictable phenomena. You have learned to survive in this uni-
verse, so many of these scientific ideas are second nature to you. When you drive a car,
cook a meal, or play a pickup game of basketball, you instinctively take advantage of a few
simple physical laws. As you eat, sleep, work, or play, you experience the world as a living
biological system and must come to terms with the natural laws governing all living things.

So why should you study science? Chances are you aren’t going to be a professional
scientist. Even so, your job will may well depend on advances in science and technology.
New technologies are a driving force in economics, business, and even many aspects of
law: new semiconductor technology, agricultural methods, and information processing
have altered our world. Biological research and drug development play crucial roles in
the medical professions: genetic diseases, AIDS vaccines, and nutritional information
appear in the news every day. Even professional athletes must constantly evaluate and
use new and improved gear, rely on improved medical treatments and therapies, and
weigh the potential risks of performance-enhancing drugs. By studying science you will
not only be better able to incorporate these advances into your professional life, but you
will also better understand the process by which such advances were made.

Science is no less central to your everyday life away from school or work. As a con-
sumer, you are besieged by new products and processes, not to mention a bewildering
variety of warnings about health and safety. As a taxpayer, you must vote on issues that
directly affect your community—energy taxes, recycling proposals, government spending
on research, and more. As a living being, you must make informed decisions about diet
and lifestyle. And as a parent, you will have to nurture and guide your children through
an ever-more-complex world. A firm grasp of the principles and methods of science will
help you make life’s important decisions in a more informed way. As an extra bonus, you
will be poised to share in the excitement of the scientific discoveries that, week-by-week,
transform our understanding of the universe and our place in it. Science opens up aston-
ishing, unimagined worlds—bizarre life forms in deep oceans, exploding stars in deep
space, and aspects of the history of life and our world more wondrous than any fiction.
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Even something simple like choosing a
brand of gasoline can involve observation
and experiment.

The Scientific Method

Science is a way of asking and answering questions about the physical universe. It’s not
simply a set of facts or a catalog of answers, but rather a process for conducting an
ongoing dialogue with our physical surroundings. Like any human activity, science is

Chris Martinez/Getty Images News and Sport Services
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enormously varied and rich in subtleties. Nevertheless, a few basic steps taken together
can be said to comprise the scientific method.

Observation
If our goal is to learn about the world, then the first thing we have to do is look around
us and see what’s there. This statement may seem obvious to us in our modern techno-
logical age, yet throughout much of history, learned men and women rejected the idea
that you can understand the world simply by observing it.

Some Greek philosophers living during the Golden Age of Athens argued that one
cannot deduce the true nature of the universe by trusting the senses. The senses lie, they
would have said. Only the use of reason and the insights of the human mind can lead us
to true understanding. In his famous book The Republic, Plato compared human beings
to people living in a cave, watching shadows on a wall but unable to see the objects caus-
ing the shadows. In just the same way, he argued, observing the physical world will never
put us in contact with reality, but will doom us to a lifetime of wrestling with shadows.
Only with the “eye of the mind” can we break free from illusion and arrive at the truth,
Plato argued.

In the Middle Ages in Europe, a similar frame of mind was to be found, but with a
devout religious trust in received wisdom replacing the use of human reason as the ultimate
tool in the search for truth. A story about an Oxford College debate on the question “How
many teeth does a horse have?” underscores this point. One learned scholar got up and
quoted the Greek scientist Aristotle on the subject, and another quoted the theologian St.
Augustine to put forward a different answer. Finally, a young monk at the back of the hall
got up and noted that since there was a horse outside, they could settle the question by
looking in its mouth. At this point, the manuscript states, the assembled scholars “fell upon
him, smote him hip and thigh, and cast him from the company of educated men.”

As these examples illustrate, many distinguished thinkers have attacked the problem
of learning about the physical world without actually making observations and meas-
urements. These approaches are perfectly self-consistent and were pursued by people
every bit as intelligent as we are. They are not, however, the methods of science, nor did
they produce the kinds of advanced technologies and knowledge that we associate with
modern societies.

In the remainder of this book, we differentiate between observations, in which we
observe nature without manipulating it, and experiments, in which we manipulate
some aspect of nature and observe the outcome. An astronomer, for example, observes
distant stars without changing them, while a chemist may experiment by mixing mate-
rials together and seeing what happens.

Identifying Patterns and Regularities
When we observe a particular phenomenon over and over again, we begin to get a sense
of how nature behaves. We start to recognize patterns in nature. Eventually, we gener-
alize our experience into a synthesis that summarizes what we have learned about the
way the world works. We may, for example, notice that whenever we drop something,
it falls. This statement represents a summary of the results of many observations.

It often happens that at this stage scientists summarize the results of their observa-
tions in mathematical form, particularly if they have been making quantitative meas-
urements. Every measurement involves a number that is recorded in some standard
unit of measurement. In the case of a falling object, for example, you might measure the
time (measured in the familiar time unit of seconds) that it takes an object to fall a cer-
tain distance (measured in the distance unit of meters, for example). More examples of
units of measurement are given in Appendix B.

Quantitative measurements thus provide a more exact description than just notic-
ing that the object falls. The standard scientific procedure is to collect careful measure-
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Plato argued that humans observing
nature were like men watching shad-
ows on the wall of a cave. 
(School of Athens, detail of the centre showing Plato and
Aristotle with students including Michelangelo and
Diogenes, 1510-11 by Raphael (Raffaello Sanzio of
Urbino) (1483–1520) ©Vatican Museums and Galleries,
Vatican City, Italy/ The Bridgeman Art Library
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ments in the form of a table of data (see Table 1-1). These data could also be presented
in the form of a graph, in which distance of the fall (in meters) is plotted against time
of the fall (in seconds; Figure 1-1). As we explore the many different branches of sci-
ence, from physics to biology, we’ll see that most scientific measurements require both
a number and a unit of measurement, and we’ll encounter many different units in the
coming chapters.

After preparing tables and graphs of their data, scientists would notice that the
longer something falls, the farther it travels. Furthermore, the distance isn’t simply pro-
portional to the time of fall. If one object falls for twice as long as another, it will travel
four times as far; if it falls three times longer, it will travel nine times as far; and so on.
This statement can be summarized in three ways (a format used throughout this book):

� In words: The distance traveled is proportional to the square of the time of travel.
� In equation form:

distance = constant × (time)2

� In symbols:

d = k × t2

The constant, k, has to be determined from the measurements. We’ll return to the sub-
ject of constants in the next chapter.

Mathematics: The Language of Science
To many people science brings to mind obscure equations written in strange, undeci-
pherable symbols. The next time you’re in the science area of your college or university,
look into an advanced classroom. Chances are you’ll see a confusing jumble of formu-
las on the blackboard. Have you ever wondered why scientists need all those complex
mathematical equations? Science is supposed to help us understand the physical world
around us, so why can’t scientists just use plain English?

Take a stroll outside and look carefully at a favorite tree. Think about how you
might describe the tree in as much detail as possible so that a distant friend could envi-
sion exactly what you see and distinguish that tree from all others.

A cursory description would note the rough brown bark, branching limbs, and
canopy of green leaves, but that description would do little to distinguish your tree from
most others. You might use adjectives like lofty, graceful, or stately to convey an overall
impression of the tree. Better yet, you could identify the exact kind of tree and specify
its stage of growth—a sugar maple at the peak of autumn color, for example—but even
then your friend has relatively little to go on.

Your description would be far more accurate by giving exact dimensions of the
tree—measurements expressed in units, such as its height, the distance spanned by its
branches, or the diameter of the trunk. You could document the shape and size of
leaves, the thickness and texture of the bark, the angles and
spacing of the branching limbs, and the tree’s approximate
age. You could approach measuring the tree from other per-
spectives as well, by calculating the number of board feet of
lumber the tree could yield, or how much life-supporting
oxygen the tree produces every day. Finally, you could talk
about the basic molecular processes that allow the tree to
extract energy from sunlight and carry out the other chem-
ical tasks we associate with life.

As we move through these descriptions of the tree, our
language becomes more and more quantitative. In some
cases, such as supplying a detailed description of the tree’s
shape or its chemistry, that description could become quite
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Table 1-1 Measurements of
Falling Objects

Time of Fall Distance of Fall
(seconds) (meters)

1 5

2 20

3 45

4 80

5 125
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• Figure 1-1 Measurements of a
falling object can be presented visually
in the form of a graph. Time of fall in
seconds (on the horizontal axis) is
plotted versus distance of fall in meters
(on the vertical axis).

There are many ways of describing a tree.
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long and cumbersome. That’s why scientists employ
mathematics, which is a concise language that allows
them to communicate their results in compact form and
often, as an added benefit, allows them to make very pre-
cise predictions about expected outcomes of experiments
or observations. But anything that can be said in an equa-
tion can also be said (albeit in a less concise way) in a plain
English sentence. When you encounter equations in your
science courses, you should always ask, “What English sen-
tence does this equation represent?” Learning to “read”
equations will keep the mathematics from obscuring the
simple ideas that lie behind most equations.

Facts, Hypotheses, Laws, and Theories
Scientific discoveries may be broadly categorized into four
groups: facts, hypotheses, laws, and theories, in order of
increasing importance. A scientific fact is simply a con-
firmed observation about the natural world. “Earth orbits
around the Sun” or “My car keys fall when I drop them”

are examples of such facts. Scientific progress is built on such facts, but facts, by them-
selves, are not where the primary excitement of science lies.

Once we have collected a number of facts and verified experimental and observa-
tional results, we can form a hypothesis—a tentative educated guess—about how the
world works. In the case of our everyday experience with falling objects, this hypothe-
sis could be very simple. We could say, “If I drop any object, then it will fall.” In other
cases, the formation of the hypothesis may be more complicated, and the hypothesis
may be stated in the form of mathematical equations. When confronted with a new phe-
nomenon, scientists often weigh several different hypotheses at once, much as a detec-
tive in a murder mystery may consider several different suspects.

A more refined type of scientific statement, called a law, arises when many observa-
tions or measurements point to a regular, predictable pattern of behavior in nature. After
observing and measuring hundreds of dropped objects, for example, we could state a law
of falling objects such as, “In the absence of wind resistance, all objects fall a distance pro-
portional to the square of the time of the fall.” The law provides a description of nature,
often in the form of an equation, without explaining the origin of that behavior.

A theory is a well-substantiated explanatory description of the world based on a
large number of independently verified observational and experimental tests. A theory
often incorporates many seemingly unrelated hypotheses and laws into one grand con-
ceptual framework. It’s important to note that a theory in science is not just an educated
guess or an inspired hunch; rather, it represents the highest level of scientific discovery
and achievement. Thus, for example, Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural
selection (Chapter 25) is one of the most thoroughly tested ideas in all science, and it
provides the essential cornerstone for modern biology.

Prediction and Testing
In science, every hypothesis, law, and theory must be tested by using it to make pre-
dictions about how a particular system will behave, then observing nature to see if the
system behaves as predicted. The theory of evolution, for example, makes countless spe-
cific testable predictions about the similarities and differences of modern living organ-
isms, as well as the distribution of extinct fossil organisms.

Think about the hypothesis that all objects fall when they are dropped. That idea
can be tested by dropping all sorts of objects. Each drop constitutes a test of our pre-
diction, and the more successful tests we perform, the more confidence we have that the
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One way of looking at a tree is to
think about the lumber it might pro-
duce.
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hypothesis is correct. As long as we restrict our tests to solids or liquids on Earth’s sur-
face, then the hypothesis is consistently confirmed. Test a helium-filled balloon, how-
ever, and we discover a clear exception to the rule. The balloon “falls” up. The original
hypothesis, which worked so well for most objects, fails for certain gases. And more tests
would show there are other limitations. If you were an astronaut in a space shuttle, every
time you held something out and let it go, it would just float in space. Evidently, our
hypothesis is invalid in the orbiting space shuttle as well.

This example illustrates an important aspect about testing hypotheses, laws, and the-
ories in science. Tests do not necessarily prove or disprove an idea; instead, they often
serve to define the range of situations under which the idea is valid. We may, for exam-
ple, observe that nature behaves in a certain way only at high temperatures or only at
low velocities. In these sorts of situations, it usually happens that the original hypothe-
sis is seen to be a special case of a deeper, more general theory. In the case of the bal-
loon, for example, the simple “things fall down” will be replaced by a much more
general theory of gravitation, based on statements called Newton’s laws of motion and
the law of universal gravitation—laws we’ll study in the next chapter. These laws of
nature describe and predict the motion of dropped objects both on Earth and in space
and, therefore, are a more successful set of statements than the original hypothesis. We
will discuss them in more detail in the next chapter.

We will encounter many such laws and theories in this book, all backed by millions
of observations and measurements. Remember, however, where these laws and theories
come from. They are not written on tablets of stone, nor are they simply good ideas that
someone once had. They arise from repeated and rigorous observation and testing.
They represent our best understanding of how nature works.

We never stop questioning the validity of our hypotheses, theories, or laws of
nature. Scientists constantly think up new, more rigorous experiments to test the limits
of our theories. In fact, one of the central tenets of science is this:

This is an extremely important statement about science, and one that is often ignored
in public debates. It means that it must be possible, in principle, that every statement in
a scientific model could be false. You should, in other words, be able to imagine an
experimental outcome that would prove the statement false, even if that outcome never
happens in the real world.

Consider the theory of evolution (see Chapter 25), which makes countless predic-
tions about the historical sequence of organisms that have lived on Earth. According to
the current model of life’s evolution, for example, dinosaurs became extinct millions of
years before human beings appeared. Consequently, if a paleontologist found a human
leg bone in the same geological formation with a Tyrannosaurus rex, then that discov-
ery would call into question the theory of evolution.

The Scientific Method in Operation
These elements—observation, hypothesis, prediction, and testing—together comprise
the scientific method. In practice, you can think of the method as working as shown in
Figure 1-2. It’s a never-ending cycle in which observations lead to hypotheses, which
lead to more observations.

If observations confirm a hypothesis, then more tests may be devised. If the hypoth-
esis fails, then the new observations are used to revise it, after which the revised hypoth-
esis is tested again. Scientists continue this process until the limits of existing equipment
are reached, in which case researchers often try to develop better instruments to do even
more tests. If and when it appears that there’s just no point to going further, the
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Every law and theory of nature is subject to change, based on new
observations.

Equations allow us to describe with
precision the behavior of objects in
our physical world. One such equation
predicts the behavior of falling objects.

Altrendo Images/Getty Images
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hypothesis may be elevated
to a law of nature.

It’s important to real-
ize, however, that while the
orderly cycle shown in Fig-
ure 1-2 provides a useful
framework to help us think
about science, it shouldn’t
be thought of as a rigid
cookbook-style set of steps
to follow. Science can be
every bit as creative an
endeavor as art or music.
Because science is done by
human beings, it involves
occasional bursts of intu-

ition, sudden leaps, a joyful breaking of the rules, and all the other characteristics we
associate with other human activities.

Several other important points should be made about the scientific method.

1. Scientists are not required to observe nature with an “open mind,” with no precon-
ceptions about what they are going to find. Most experiments and observations are
designed and undertaken with a specific hypothesis in mind, and most researchers
have preconceptions about whether that hypothesis is right or wrong. Nevertheless,
scientists have to believe the results of their experiments and observations, whether
or not they fit preconceived notions. Science demands that whatever our preconcep-
tions, we must be ready to change those ideas if the evidence forces us to do so.

2. There is no “right” place to enter the cycle. Scientists can (and have) started their
work by making extensive observations, but they can also start with a theory and test
it. It makes no difference where you enter the cycle—eventually the scientific process
takes you all the way around.

3. Observations and experiments must be reported in such a way that anyone with the
proper equipment can verify the results. Scientific results, in other words, must be
reproducible, and they must be reproducible by anyone with appropriate equipment
and training, not just the original experimenters.

4. The cycle is continuous; it has no end. Science does not provide final answers, nor is
it a search for ultimate truth. Instead, it is a way of producing successively more
detailed and exact descriptions of wider and wider areas of the physical world—
descriptions that allow us to predict more of the behavior of that world with higher
and higher levels of confidence.

The Ongoing Process of Science •
Biodiversity
The dynamic process of scientific research is illustrated by a recent experiment in ecol-
ogy—the study of communities of interdependent living things. Many current public
debates focus on possible adverse effects of human activities on biodiversity, which is
defined as the number of different species that coexist at a given place. Before we can
identify human influences, however, we must first examine the role that biodiversity
plays in nature. To answer this question, researchers apply the scientific method and
design an experiment to study areas that differ only in the number of species.

Starting in 1982, ecologist David Tilman at the University of Minnesota carried out
just such an experiment. He began by choosing four grassy fields in the Cedar Creek
Natural History Area. These fields had either never been tilled or had lain fallow for a
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Scientific method

Preconceptions
Observations
Experiments

Data
Hypothesis

Identifying
patterns

Prediction

• Figure 1-2 The scientific method
can be illustrated as an endless cycle of
collecting observations (data),
identifying patterns, and regularities in
the data, forming hypotheses, making
predictions, and collecting more
observations.
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minimum of 14 years. First Tilman fenced off the fields, and then he split them into
plots about 12 feet on a side—207 plots in all. Different plots were treated in different
ways with nutrients that are known to affect plant growth.

1. Some plots, called controls, received no treatment.
2. Some plots were given a group of essential nutrients such as phosphorus and potas-

sium, but no nitrogen.
3. Some plots were given the same set of nutrients, but different amounts of nitrogen.

Think for a moment about this experimental design. All of the plots start with the
same soil and receive the same rainfall. The only difference between them is the amount
of nitrogen and other nutrients. In the language of experimental science, we say that the
amounts of nitrogen and other nutrients are the “independent variables,” and results
such as biodiversity or the amount of vegetation on each plot are “dependent variables.”
Thus whatever results we find can be attributed to the presence or absence of nitrogen
and other nutrients.

During each of the 11 years that the experiment ran, the experimenters measured two
things: (1) the amount of vegetation (or biomass) on each plot and (2) the number of
species (or biodiversity). In normal years, there was a clear result: the more nitrogen
added, the more biomass produced, while the amounts of other nutrients had little effect.
Furthermore, the plots with the highest biomass tended to have fewer species, and hence
lower biodiversity, because when a few species flourished they crowded out the others.

By chance, however, the period of the experiment included the years 1987–1988,
which contained the third worst drought in the last 150 years. In the year of this
drought, adding nitrogen made little difference—all the plots produced very low bio-
mass. But the drought also highlighted the role of biodiversity, because, while the bio-
mass in plots with low biodiversity dropped to as low as one-eighth of its nondrought
levels, the biomass of plots with high biodiversity fell by only a half. (Although the per-
centage drop was bigger for plots with more nitrogen, in fact all plots produced roughly
the same biomass in the drought years.)

Thus biodiversity appears to represent a kind of insurance policy for natural ecosys-
tems; it’s not too important in normal years, but it carries the system through periods
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These three photos illustrate a nitrogen addition experiment at Cedar Creek Natural History Area
near St. Paul, Minnesota. The aerial photo, on the left, shows one of the four fields at Cedar
Creek in 1983, the second year of the experiment. The different colors of the plots illustrate visu-
ally the changes in plant species composition caused by the different rates of nitrogen (N) addi-
tion. The center photo shows a typical control plot at this same field. This plot has high plant
diversity, is dominated by native plant species, and did not receive any added nitrogen. The photo
on the right shows a plot that received the highest rate of N addition and has become almost
totally dominated by the nonnative perennial weedy grass, Agropyron repens (quack grass).
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of high stress (like droughts). By designing and performing carefully thought-out exper-
iments, scientists are able to arrive at this kind of understanding. •

Science in the Making •
Dimitri Mendeleev and the Periodic Table
Discoveries of previously unrecognized patterns in nature, a key step in the scientific
method, provide scientists with some of their most exhilarating moments. Dimitri
Mendeleev (1834–1907), a popular chemistry professor at the Technological Institute
of St. Petersburg in Russia, experienced such a breakthrough in 1869 as he was tabu-
lating data for a new chemistry textbook.

The mid-nineteenth century was a time of great excitement in chemistry. Almost
every year saw the discovery of one or two new chemical elements, and new apparatus
and processes were greatly expanding the repertoire of laboratory and industrial
chemists. In such a stimulating field, it was no easy job to keep up to date with all the
developments and summarize them in a textbook. In an effort to consolidate the cur-
rent state of knowledge about the most basic chemical building blocks, Mendeleev listed
various properties of the 63 known chemical elements (substances that could not be
divided by chemical means). He arranged his list in order of increasing atomic weight
and then noted the distinctive chemical behavior of each element.

Examining his list, Mendeleev realized an extraordinary pattern: elements with sim-
ilar chemical properties appeared at regular, or periodic, intervals. One group of ele-
ments, including lithium, sodium, potassium, and rubidium (he called them group-one
elements), all were soft, silvery metals that formed compounds with chlorine in a one-
to-one ratio. Immediately following the group-one elements in the list were beryllium,
magnesium, calcium, and barium—group-two elements that form compounds with
chlorine in a one-to-two ratio, and so on.

As other similar patterns emerged from his list, Mendeleev realized that the ele-
ments could be arranged in the form of a table (Figure 1-3). Not only did this so-called
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Dimitri Mendeleev recognized regular
patterns in the properties of known
chemical elements and thereby devised
the first periodic table of elements.
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• Figure 1-3 The periodic table
systematizes all known chemical
elements.
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periodic table highlight previously unrecognized relationships among the elements, it
also revealed obvious gaps where as-yet undiscovered elements must lie. The power of
Mendeleev’s periodic table of the elements was underscored when several new elements,
with atomic weights and chemical properties just as he had predicted, were discovered
in the following years.

The discovery of the periodic table ranks as one of the great achievements of sci-
ence. It was so important, in fact, that Mendeleev’s students carried a large poster of it
behind his coffin in his funeral procession. •

The Science of Life •
William Harvey and the Blood’s Circulation
It’s common knowledge that blood circulates in your body, but stop and think for a
moment. How do we know? One of the great puzzles faced by scientists who studied
the human body was deducing the role played by the blood. English physician William
Harvey (1578–1657) gave us our current picture of the pattern of circulation, in which
blood is pumped from the heart to all parts of the body through arteries, and returned
to the heart through veins. His experiments reveal the scientific method at work.

Prior to Harvey’s work, several competing hypotheses had been proposed. Some
scientists had taught that blood didn’t move at all, but simply pulsed in response to
pumping of the heart. Others taught that the arteries and veins constituted different sys-
tems, with blood in the veins flowing from the liver to the various parts of the body,
where it was absorbed and its nutrients taken in. Harvey, on the other hand, adopted
the hypothesis that blood circulates through a connected system of arteries and veins.
When confronted with such conflicting hypotheses, a scientist must devise experiments
that test the distinctive predictions of each competing idea.

To establish the circulation of the blood, Harvey first performed careful dissections of
animals to trace out the veins and arteries. Second, he undertook studies of live animals,
often killing them so that he could observe the veins and arteries as the heart stopped beat-
ing. Then, as now, animals were sometimes sacrificed to advance medical science (see
Investigation 7). Finally, Harvey performed a series of experiments to establish that blood
in the veins did indeed flow back to the heart, rather than simply being absorbed in tissue
like a stream of water in the desert. One of those experiments is shown in Figure 1-4. A
tourniquet was applied to a subject’s arm, and he was asked to squeeze something so that
the veins filled with blood and “popped.” (You have probably done the same thing when
having blood drawn in a doctor’s office.) Harvey would then press down on the vein and
note that it would subside (indicating that the blood was leaving it) on the side toward
the heart. This result is just the opposite of what would occur if blood were flowing from
the liver to the extremities. Based on this experiment, and many others like it, Harvey
eventually concluded that blood circulates continuously. •
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Before

After

• Figure 1-4 One of William
Harvey’s famous experiments on the
circulation of the blood tested the
hypothesis that blood flows from veins
to the heart. Harvey first applied a
tourniquet to a subject’s arm and had
the subject squeeze something to raise
the veins (a). Pressing down on the
vein caused it to gradually subside (b),
indicating that the blood was indeed
flowing back to the heart.

Other Ways of Knowing
Scientists discover laws that describe how nature works by performing reproducible
observations and measurements. Every idea in science must be subject to this kind of
testing. If an idea cannot be tested in a manner that yields reproducible results, even if
that idea is correct, then it simply isn’t a part of science.

Different Kinds of Questions
The first step in any scientific investigation is to ask a question about the physical world.
A scientist can ask, for example, whether a particular painting was completed in the sev-
enteenth century. Various physical and chemical tests can be used to find the age of the

(a)

(b)
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paint, study the canvas, X-ray the painting, and so on. The question of whether the
painting is old or a modern forgery can indeed be investigated by the scientific method.

But the methods of science cannot answer other equally valid questions. No physi-
cal or chemical test will tell us whether the painting is beautiful or how we are to
respond to it. These questions are simply outside the realm of science.

The scientific method is not the only way to answer questions that matter in our
lives. Science provides us with a powerful way of tackling questions about the physical
world—how it works and how we can shape it to our needs. But many questions lie
beyond the scope of science and scientific methods. Some of these questions are deeply
philosophical: What is the meaning of life? Why does the world hold so much suffering?
Is there a God? Other important personal questions also lie outside of science: What
career should I choose? Whom should I marry? Should I have children? Scientific infor-
mation might influence some of our personal choices, but we cannot answer these ques-
tions fully by the cycle of observation, hypothesis, and testing. For answers, we turn
instead to religion, philosophy, and the arts.

Symphonies, poems, and paintings are created to be enjoyed and are not, in the end,
experiences that need to be analyzed scientifically. This is not a criticism. These art forms
address different human needs than science, and they use different methods. The same
can be said about religious faith. Strictly speaking, there should be no conflict between
the questions asked by science and religion, because they deal with different aspects of
life. Conflicts arise only when people attempt to apply their methods to questions where
those methods aren’t applicable.

Pseudoscience
Many claims of natural phenomena, including extrasensory perception (ESP), unidenti-
fied flying objects (UFOs), astrology, crystal power, reincarnation, or many other
notions you see in the tabloids at supermarket checkout counters, fail the elementary
test that defines the sciences. None of these subjects, collectively labeled pseudoscience,
can be tested in the sense that we are using the term. There is no reproducible test you
can imagine that will convince people who believe in these notions that their ideas are
incorrect. Yet, as we have seen, the central property of scientific ideas is that they are
testable and could be wrong, at least in principle. Pseudoscience lies outside the domain
of science and falls instead in the realm of belief or dogma.

In the following “Science by the Numbers” section we examine the nature of one
pseudoscience, astrology. When confronted with other kinds of pseudoscience, you can
ask a number of questions to come to your own conclusions:

1. Are the “facts” true as stated?
The first step is to be sure that the facts stated in support of a pseudoscientific

claim are actually true. For example, the Great Pyramids of Egypt are frequently the
subject of these sorts of arguments. In one version, it is argued that the pyramids
must have been built by extraterrestrials because, among other things, their bases are
perfect squares and laying out a perfect square was beyond the capability of Egyptian
engineers. In fact, according to modern surveys of the pyramids, the longest side of
the Pyramid of Cheops is 8 inches longer than the shortest side—it is not a perfect
square at all. Digging out the true facts can sometimes be tedious, but it is a neces-
sary first step.

2. Is there an alternative explanation?
In dealing with UFO sightings, it often happens that you can’t prove that the

object seen wasn’t a UFO, but there exists a “normal” explanation for the same event.
For example, a light in the sky could be an extraterrestrial spaceship, but it could also
be the planet Venus (the most commonly reported UFO). In this case, it is necessary
to invoke a doctrine called the “burden of proof.” If someone makes a claim, it is up
to that person to establish the claim: it is not up to you to disprove it. Furthermore,

12 | CHAPTER 1 | Science: A Way of Knowing

Fortune telling, astrology, and other
activities at this psychic’s shop in Holly-
wood are examples of pseudoscience.

Les Wies/Stone/Getty Images
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the more far-reaching the claim, the higher the standard of proof becomes. In the
words of the noted planetary astronomer and public television science educator Carl
Sagan (1934–1996), “Extraordinary claims require extraordinary proofs.”

3. Is the claim falsifiable?
As we stated above, a central aspect of the scientific method is that every scien-

tific statement is subject to experimental or observational test, so that it is possible to
imagine an experimental result that would prove the statement wrong (although
whether that result will ever actually be seen is a separate question). Such statements
are said to be falsifiable. Statements that are not falsifiable are simply not part of sci-
ence. For example, some creationists talk about the doctrine of “created antiquity,”
by which they mean that the universe was created to look exactly as if it were billions
of years old, even though it was really created by God a few thousand years ago. This
statement is not falsifiable, and therefore this doctrine is not part of science.

Other Ways of Knowing | 13

Stop and Think! Can any experiment or observation (in principle) show cre-
ated antiquity to be false?

4. Have the claims been rigorously tested?
Many pseudoscientific claims are based on anecdotes and stories. An example is

provided by the practice known as “dowsing” or “water witching,” in which some-
one walking on the surface (usually holding a forked stick) can detect the presence of
underground water. Stories about this practice can be found in almost any rural area
of the United States. Yet when the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of
Claims for the Paranormal (CSICOP) conducted controlled tests in which water
pipes were buried beneath a plowed surface, dowsers did no better than chance at
locating the water. Tests like these are difficult to arrange, and often do not get much
publicity, but they are worth looking for (see, for example, http://www.csicop.com).

5. Do the claims require unreasonable changes in accepted ideas?
Often a pseudoscientific claim will seem to explain a small set of facts but at the

same time will require that a much wider assortment of facts be ignored. The psy-
chiatrist Immanuel Velikovsky, for example, looked at stories in ancient texts and tried
to alter astronomy (violating most of the laws of physics in the process) in order to
preserve the texts as literal statements of fact, rather than as allegory or metaphor.
From a scientific perspective, it is much more reasonable to accept the well-verified
laws of physics and give up the literal reading of the text.

Science by the Numbers •
Astrology
Astrology is a very old system of beliefs that most modern scientists would call a pseudo-
science. The central belief of astrology is that the positions of objects in the sky at a given
time (a person’s birth, for example) influence a person’s future. Astrology as it has been
practiced in the Western world developed as part of a complex set of omen systems used by
the Babylonians, and it was practiced by many famous astronomers well into modern times.

As Earth travels around the Sun, the stars in the night sky change. The band of
background stars through which the Sun, the Moon, and the planets appear to move is
called the zodiac. The stars of the zodiac are customarily divided into 12 constellations,
which are called “signs” or “houses.” If you could block out the light of the Sun, these
stars would appear (as they do during a total solar eclipse). You would then notice the
Sun’s position to lie within a certain zodiac constellation, just as the Moon and planets
do at night. Furthermore, if you watched the Moon and planets from night to night,
you would see them appear to move through these constellations.
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At any time, the Sun, the Moon, and the planets all appear in one
of these constellations, and a diagram showing these positions is called
a horoscope. Astrologers have a complex (and far from unified) system
in which each combination of heavenly bodies and signs is believed to
signify particular things. The Sun, for example, is thought to indicate
the outgoing, expressive aspects of one’s character, the Moon the
inner-directed ones, and so on. When this system was first introduced,
the constellation in which the Sun appeared at the time of your birth
was said to be your “Sun sign,” or, simply, your “sign.” Today, the
position of the Sun in the sky has shifted due to the motion of Earth’s
axis, but the original dates for the “signs” are still used.

Scientists reject astrology for two reasons. First, there is no known
way that planets and stars could exert a significant influence on a child
at birth. It is true, as we shall learn in Chapter 2, that they exert a
miniscule gravitational force on the infant, but the gravitational force
exerted by the delivering physician (who is smaller but much closer) is
much greater than that exerted by any celestial object.

More importantly, scientists reject astrology because it just doesn’t
work. Over the millennia, there has been no evidence at all that the
stars can predict the future.

You can test the ideas of astrology for yourself, if you like. Try this: Have a mem-
ber of the class take the horoscopes from yesterday’s newspaper and type them on a
sheet of paper without indicating which horoscope goes with which sign. Then ask
members of your class to indicate the horoscope that best matches the day they actually
had. Have them write their birthday (or sign) on the paper as well.

If people just picked horoscopes at random, you would expect about 1 person in 12
to pick the horoscope corresponding to his or her sign. Are the results of your survey
any better than that? What does this tell you about the predictive power of astrology? •
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Astrology is a pseudoscience that is
based on the belief that the positions
of astronomical objects influence our
personal lives.

The Organization of Science
Scientists investigate all sorts of natural objects and phenomena: the tiniest elementary
particles, microscopic living cells, the human body, forests, Earth, stars, and the entire
cosmos. Throughout this vast sweep, the same scientific method can be applied. Men
and women have been carrying out this task for hundreds of years, and by now we have
a pretty good idea about how the many parts of our universe work. In the process, sci-
entists have also developed a social structure that provides unity to the pursuit of scien-
tific knowledge, as well as recognition of important disciplinary differences within the
larger scientific framework.

The Divisions of Science
Science is a human endeavor, and humans invariably form themselves into groups with
shared interests. When modern science first started in the seventeenth century, it was
possible for one person to know almost all there was to know about the physical world
and the “three kingdoms” of animals, vegetables, and minerals. In the seventeenth cen-
tury, Isaac Newton could do forefront research in astronomy, in the physics of moving
objects, in the behavior of light, and in mathematics. Thus, for a time prior to the mid-
nineteenth century, scholars who studied the workings of the physical universe formed
a more-or-less cohesive group, calling themselves “natural philosophers.” But as human
understanding expanded and knowledge of nature became more detailed and technical,
science began to fragment into increasingly specialized disciplines and subdisciplines.

Today, our knowledge and understanding of the world is so much more sophisti-
cated and complex that no one person could possibly be at the frontier in such a wide
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variety of fields. Today most scientists choose a major field—biology, chemistry, physics,
and so on—and study one small part of the subject at great length. Each of these broad
disciplines boasts hundreds of different subspecialties. In physics, for example, a student
may elect to study the behavior of light, the properties of materials, the nucleus of the
atom, elementary particles, or the origin of the universe. The amount of information
and expertise required to get to the frontier in any of these fields is so large that most
students have to ignore almost everything else to learn their specialty. Even so, many of
the most interesting problems in science, from the origin of life to the properties of mat-
ter to curing cancer, are interdisciplinary, and they require the collective efforts of many
scientists with different specialties.

Science is further divided because scientists within each subspecialty approach prob-
lems in different ways. Some scientists are field researchers, who go into natural settings
to observe nature at work. Other scientists are experimentalists, who manipulate nature
with controlled experiments. Still other scientists, called theorists, spend their time imag-
ining universes that might exist. These different kinds of scientists need to work
together to make progress.

The fragmentation of science into disciplines was formalized by a peculiar aspect of
the European university system. In Europe, each academic department traditionally had
only one “professor.” All other teachers, no matter how famous and distinguished, had
to settle for less prestigious titles. And so, as the number of outstanding scientists grew
in the nineteenth century, universities were forced to create new departments to attract
new professors. A number of German universities, for example, supported separate
departments of theoretical and experimental physics. And Cambridge University in Eng-
land at one point had seven different specialized departments of chemistry!

In North America, each academic department generally has many professors. Nev-
ertheless, American science faculties are often divided into several departments,
including physics, chemistry, astronomy, geology, and biology—the so-called branches
of science.

The Branches of Science
Several branches of science are distinguished by the scope and content of the questions
they address:

Physics is the search for laws that describe the most fundamental aspects of nature:
matter, energy, forces, motion, heat, light, and other phenomena. All natural sys-
tems, including planets, stars, cells, and people, display these basic phenomena, so
physics is the starting point for almost any study of how nature works.

Chemistry is the study of atoms in combination. Chemicals form every material
object of our world, while chemical reactions initiate vital changes in our environment
and our bodies. Chemistry is thus an immensely practical (and profitable) science.
Astronomy is the study of stars, planets, and other objects in space. We are living
in an era of unprecedented astronomical discovery thanks to the development of
powerful new telescopes and robotic space exploration.
Geology is the study of the origin, evolution, and present state of our home, planet
Earth. Many geology departments also emphasize the study of other planets as a
way to understand the unique character of our own world.
Biology is the study of living systems. Biologists document life at many scales, from
individual microscopic molecules and cells to expansive ecosystems.

In spite of this practical division of science into separate disciplines, all branches of
science are interconnected in a single web of knowledge. Most natural processes can
only be studied by resorting to an integrated approach. Understanding such diverse top-
ics as changes in the global climate, the availability of natural resources, the safe storage
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Scientists work at many different tasks.

Gary Buss/Taxi/Getty Images
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of nuclear waste, and the discovery of alternative sources of energy
requires expertise in physics, chemistry, geology, and biology. All
of the sciences are integrated in the natural world.

The Web of Knowledge
The organization of science can be compared to an intricate spi-
der web (Figure 1-5). Around the periphery of the web are all the
objects and phenomena examined by scientists, from atoms to fish
to comets. Moving toward the web’s center, we find the cross-
linking hypotheses that scientists have developed to explain how
these phenomena work. The farther in we move, the more general
these hypotheses become and the more they explain. Radiating
out from the center of the web, connecting all the parts and hold-
ing the entire structure together, we find a small number of very
general principles that have attained the rank of laws of nature.

No matter where you start on the web, no matter what part
of nature you investigate, you will eventually come to one of the
fundamental overarching ideas that intersect at the central core.
Everything that happens in the universe happens because one or
more of these physical laws is operating.

The hierarchical organization of scientific knowledge provides an ideal way to
approach the study of science. At the center of any scientific question are a few laws of
nature. We begin by looking at those laws that describe everyday forces and motions in
the universe. These overarching principles of science are accepted and shared by all sci-
entists, no matter what their field of research. These ideas recur over and over again as
we study different parts of the world. You will find that many of these ideas and their
consequences seem quite simple—perhaps even obvious—because you are intimately
familiar with the physical world in which these laws of nature constantly operate.

After introducing these general principles, we look at how the scientific method is
applied to specific physical systems in nature. We examine the nature of materials and
the atoms that make them, for example, and look at the chemical reactions that form
them. We explore the planet on which we live and discover how mountains and oceans,
rivers and plains are formed and evolve over time. And we examine living organisms at
the scale of molecules, cells, organisms, and ecosystems.

By the time you have finished this journey, you will have touched on many of the
great discoveries about the physical universe that scientists have deduced over the cen-
turies. You will explore how the different parts of our universe operate and how all the
parts fit together, and you will know that there are still great unanswered questions that
drive scientists today. You will understand some of the great scientific and technological
challenges that face our society, and more importantly, you will know enough about
how the world works to deal with many of the new problems that will arise in the future.

Basic Research, Applied Research, and Technology
The physical universe can be studied in many ways, and many reasons exist for doing so.
Many scientists are simply interested in finding out how the world works—in knowledge
for its own sake. They are engaged in basic research and may be found studying the
behavior of distant stars, obscure life-forms, rare minerals, or subatomic particles.
Although discoveries made by basic researchers may have profound effects on society
(see the discussion of the discovery of the electric generator in Chapter 5, for example),
that is not the primary personal goal of most of these scientists.

Many other scientists approach their work with specific practical goals in mind. They
wish to develop technology, in which they apply the results of science to specific com-
mercial or industrial goals. These scientists are said to be doing applied research, and
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their ideas are often translated into practical systems by large-scale research and devel-
opment (R&D) projects.

Government laboratories, colleges and universities, and private industries all support
both basic and applied research; however, most large-scale R&D (as well as most applied
research) is done in government laboratories and private industry (Table 1-2).

Technology •
SETI@HOME
The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) has had a long and somewhat varied
history. Scientists in the early 1960s realized that radio telescopes then in operation
could detect signals from other civilizations (provided, of course, that the signals were
being sent). Since that time, astronomers have looked for these signals without success.
Nevertheless, the importance of finding even one extraterrestrial civilization is so great
that the search goes on.

Hunting for a signal is a little like looking for a radio station in an unfamiliar city.
You dial across the frequencies, listening for a moment to each station, until you find
what you are looking for. In the same way, SETI astronomers point their telescope at a
small region of the sky, dial through the frequencies, then move on to the next region.
Because there is a lot of sky and many frequencies, the sheer volume of data that has to
be analyzed has been the primary roadblock in the search.

Recently, scientists at the University of California at Berkeley have harnessed the
Internet to attack this problem. Radio data from the Arecibo Observatory in Puerto
Rico are sent to Berkeley, where they are sorted into small chunks. These data chunks
are then sent out to participants in the SETI@home project—over a million participants
in hundreds of countries worldwide. Typically, these participants use downloaded soft-
ware to let their personal computers analyze the data when the machine isn’t doing any-
thing else (a typical setup uses the SETI program as a screen saver). When the chunk of
data is analyzed, it is sent back to Berkeley and new data are returned.
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Table 1-2 Major Research Laboratories

Facility Type Location

Argonne National Laboratory Govt/Univ Near Chicago, IL

AT&T Bell Laboratories Industrial Murray Hill, NJ

Brookhaven National Laboratory Government Long Island, NY

Carnegie Institution Private California, Maryland, 
and DC

Dupont R&D Center Industrial Wilmington, DE

Fermi National Accelerator Lab Govt/Univ Near Chicago, IL

IBM Watson Research Laboratory Industrial Yorktown Hts, NY

Keck Telescope University Mauna Kea, HI

Los Alamos National Laboratory Government Los Alamos, NM

National Institutes of Health Government Bethesda, MD

National Institutes of Standards and Technology Government Gaithersburg, MD

Oak Ridge National Laboratory Government Oak Ridge, TN

Stanford Linear Accelerator Govt/Univ Stanford, CA

Texas Center for Superconductivity University Houston, TX

United States Geological Survey Government Reston, VA

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution University Woods Hole, MA
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Several million computers connected in this way form perhaps the largest comput-
ing project on Earth. More importantly, they are probably a taste of things to come,
when distributed computers, working part time, will help scientists analyze massive data
sets that are being developed in all sorts of fields. If you want to join, the address is
http://setiathome.ssl.berkeley.edu. •

Funding for Science
An overwhelming proportion of funding for American scientific research comes from
various agencies of the federal government—your tax dollars at work (see Table 1-3). In
2005, the U.S. government’s total research and development budget was about 130 bil-
lion dollars. The National Science Foundation, with an annual budget of about 4 billion
dollars, supports research and education in all areas of science. Other agencies, includ-
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The radio telescope at Arecibo, in
Puerto Rico, is one instrument used in
SETI.

Table 1-3 Your Tax Dollars: 2006 Federal Science Funding

Agency or Department Funding (in millions of $)

Department of Agriculture 2,394

Department of Defense 73,039

Department of Energy 8,608

Department of the Interior 629

Department of Transportation 841

Environmental Protection Agency 573

Homeland Security 1,281

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 11,367

National Institutes of Health 27,749

National Institutes of Standards and Technology 438

National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration 661

National Science Foundation 4,123

Nuclear Regulatory Commission 64

Smithsonian Institution 140
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ing the National Institutes of Health, the Department of Energy, the Department of
Defense, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, fund research and science education in their own particular areas of
interest, while Congress may appropriate additional money for special projects.

An individual scientist seeking funding for research will usually submit a grant pro-
posal to the appropriate federal agency. Such a proposal will include an outline of the
planned research together with a statement about why the work is important. The agency
evaluating the proposals asks panels of independent scientists to rank them in order of
importance, and funds as many as it can. Depending on the field, a proposal has anywhere
from about a 10 to a 40% chance of being successful. This money from federal grants buys
experimental equipment and computer time, pays the salaries of researchers, and supports
advanced graduate students. Without this support, much of the scientific research in the
United States would come to a halt. The funding of science by the federal government is
one place where the opinions and ideas of the citizen, through his or her elected repre-
sentatives, have a direct effect on the development of science.

As you might expect, scientists and politicians engage in many debates about how
this research money should be spent. One constant point of contention, for example,
concerns the question of basic versus applied research. How much money should we put
into applied research, which can be expected to show a quick payoff, as opposed to basic
research, which may not have a payoff for years (if at all)?

Communication Among Scientists
Sometimes it’s easier to do your homework with other students than by yourself, and
the same is true of the work that scientists do. Working in isolation can be very hard,
and scientists often seek out other people with whom to converse and collaborate. The
popular stereotype of the lonely genius changing the course of history seldom describes
the world of the working scientist. The next time you walk down the hall of a science
department at your university, you will probably see faculty and students deep in con-
versation, talking and scribbling on blackboards. This direct contact between colleagues
is the simplest type of scientific communication.

Scientific meetings provide a more formal and structured forum for communica-
tion. Every week of the year, at conference retreats and convention centers across the
country, groups of scientists gather to trade ideas. You may notice that science stories in
your newspapers often originate in the largest of these meetings, where thousands of sci-
entists converge at one time, and a cadre of science reporters with their own special
briefing room is poised to publicize exciting results. Scientists often hold off announc-
ing important discoveries until they can make a splash at such a well-attended meeting
and press conference.

Finally, scientists communicate with each other in writing. In addition to rapid com-
munications such as letters, fax, and electronic mail, almost all scientific fields have spe-
cialized journals to publish the results of research. The system works like this: When a
group of scientists finishes a piece of research and wants to communicate their results,
they write a concise paper describing exactly what they’ve done, giving the technical
details of their method so that others can reproduce the data, and stating their results
and conclusions. The journal editor sends the submitted manuscript to one or more
knowledgeable scientists who act as referees. These reviewers, whose identities are not
usually revealed to the authors, read the paper carefully, checking for mistakes, mis-
statements, or shoddy procedures. Each reviewer then sends the editor a list of neces-
sary modifications and corrections. If they tell the editor that the work passes muster, it
will probably be published. In many fields papers are published online almost immedi-
ately, with archival paper copies following some weeks later. This system, called peer
review, is one of the cornerstones of modern science.

Peer review provides a clear protocol for entering new results into the scientific lit-
erature. Little wonder, then, that scientists get so upset when one of their colleagues
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tries to bypass the system and announces results at a press conference. Such work has
not been subject to the thorough review process, and no one can be sure that it meets
established standards. When the results turn out to be irreproducible, overstated, or just
plain wrong, it damages the credibility of the entire scientific community. So, if you read
about a new discovery in the newspaper or on the Internet and you can’t track the story
back to a published, peer-reviewed journal article, then you should question the verac-
ity of that finding.
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Stem Cells

When cells in your body divide, they make cells like them-
selves. Muscle cells produce more muscle cells, skin cells pro-
duce more skin cells, and so on. On the other hand, in the
very early stages of development, cells in an embryo retain the
ability to form into any kind of cell whatsoever. Cells that have
this property are called stem cells. Normally, stem cells lose
their ability to develop freely after a few generations—in effect
they “choose” one type of cell to produce.

In 1998, researchers at a number of institutions succeeded
in keeping stem cells proliferating for long periods of time.
The medical implications of this development are enormous. If
we have cells that can develop into any kind of human tissue,

you can imagine being able to treat degenerative diseases like
Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s, and perhaps even heal crippling
spinal cord injuries.

On the other hand, the most reliable source of such stem
cells is human embryos, either those grown specifically in the
laboratory or those harvested from abortions or miscarriages.
In the United States, federal funds cannot be used to develop
new cell lines from these sources.

How do you weigh the possible good that could come from
research on stem cells against the moral objections to this type
of use of human embryos? Should the moral standards of one
segment of the population prevent research that would benefit
those who do not share those standards? Who should make
decisions like this?

Thinking More About Research

Science is a way of learning about our physical universe. The sci-
entific method relies on making reproducible observations and exper-
iments based on careful measurements of the natural world. Once
scientists have collected a number of facts, which are confirmed
observations about the natural world, then they can form a hypoth-
esis—a tentative educated guess about how the world works.
Hypotheses, in turn, lead to predictions that can be tested with
more observations and experiments. A scientific law arises when
numerous measurements point to a regular, predictable pattern of
behavior in nature, whereas a scientific theory is a well-substanti-
ated explanation of the natural world based on a large number of
independently verified observational and experimental tests. Laws
and theories, no matter how successful, are always subject to fur-
ther testing. Experimental analyses and the development of theo-
ries are often guided by the language of mathematics. Science and
the scientific method differ from other ways of knowing, includ-

ing religion, philosophy, and the arts, and differ from pseudo-
sciences.

Science is organized around a hierarchy of fundamental princi-
ples. Overarching concepts about forces, motion, matter, and energy
apply to all scientific disciplines, including physics, chemistry, astron-
omy, geology, and biology. Additional great ideas relate to specific sys-
tems—molecules, cells, planets, or stars. This body of scientific
knowledge forms a seamless web, in which every detail fits into a
larger, integrated picture of our universe.

Scientists engage in basic research to acquire fundamental
knowledge, as well as applied research and research and development
(R&D), which are aimed at specific problems. Technology is devel-
oped by this process. Scientific results are communicated in peer-
reviewed publications. The federal government plays the important
role of funding most scientific research and advanced science educa-
tion in the United States.

SUMMARY •

KEY TERMS •
scientific method
observation
experiment
measurement
mathematics
fact

hypothesis
law
theory
prediction
reproducible
pseudoscience

physics
chemistry
astronomy
geology
biology
basic research

technology
applied research
research and development

(R&D)
peer review
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1. Why is research in astronomy considered science but studying
astrology regarded as psuedoscience? What evidence (i.e., predic-
tions and observations) might change scientists’ minds about
astrology?
2. Which of the following statements could be tested scientifically
to determine whether it is true or false?
a. Women are more intelligent than men.
b. Most of the Sun’s energy is in the form of heat energy.
c. Unicorns are now extinct.
d. Beethoven wrote beautiful music.
e. Earth was created over 4 billion years ago.
f. Earth was created in a miraculous event.
g. Diamond is harder than steel.
h. Diamond is more beautiful than ruby.
i. Baseball is a better sport than football.
j. God exists.
3. What role did observation play in the creation of the periodic
table by Dimitri Mendeleev?
4. How did competing hypotheses lead William Harvey to his
experiments on the circulation of blood?
5. Scientists are currently investigating whether certain micro-
scopic organisms can clean up toxic wastes. How might you set up
an experiment to determine that you had found such an organism?
6. Categorize the following examples as basic research or applied
research.

a. the discovery of a new species of bird
b. the development of a more fuel-efficient vehicle
c. the breeding of a new variety of disease-resistant wheat
d. a study of the ecological role of grizzly bears in Yellowstone
National Park
e. the identification of a new chemical compound
f. the development of a new drug for cancer or AIDS patients
g. the improvement of wind turbines for energy production
7. The claim is sometimes made that the cycle of the scientific
method produces closer and closer approximations to “reality.” Is
this a scientific statement? Why or why not?
8. A recent television commercial claimed that a breakfast cereal
“contains 3 grams of soluble fiber” and “promotes healthy arter-
ies.” How might you test these statements in the laboratory? As a
consumer, what additional questions would you ask before decid-
ing to buy this product? Are all of these questions subject to the
scientific method?
9. What are some of the criteria that scientists might use to select
which one research grant proposal, among five finalists, to fund?
What criteria would you use to decide on funding research projects?
10. With respect to science, what did Isaac Newton mean when he
said, “If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of
giants.”
11. If you were a research scientist, what would you study? Would
your research be basic or applied?

1. What is science?
2. How might the ancient Greek philosopher Plato, a medieval
scholar at Oxford, and the Italian scientist Galileo have differed in
the importance each placed on the role of rational processes, obser-
vations, and received wisdom in the study of nature?
3. How is observation different from imagination?
4. Write an equation in words and then in symbols for the follow-
ing sentence: The price of coffee beans is equal to the weight of
the beans times the price of the beans per pound.
5. Write an equation in words and then in symbols for the following
sentence: The change in the number of individuals in a population is
equal to the difference between the number of births and deaths.
6. Describe the steps of the scientific method.
7. Describe the roles of hypotheses, theories, and predictions in
the scientific method.

8. Describe the difference between an observation and an experi-
ment.
9. Why might the term scientific cycle be a good substitute for sci-
entific method?
10. By what criteria might you determine whether a question
might be answered using the scientific method?
11. Describe the difference between basic and applied research.
Give examples of basic and applied research that might be under-
taken on transportation and on health.
12. In what ways do scientists communicate with their colleagues?
13. Describe the steps a scientist would take to obtain funding for
a research project. What sources of funds might be available? What
role would peer review play in the process?

REVIEW QUESTIONS •

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS •

1. Marcus kept a record of the average daily temperature in his
town for one month. He noted that on the 1st of May the average
temperature was 20 degrees Celsius; between the 2nd and the
15th, the average for each day was 22 degrees; between the 16th
and the 30th, the average was 24 degrees; and on the 31st the
average was 25 degrees Celsius. Describe and illustrate some of the

ways you might present these data. What additional data or infor-
mation would you like to obtain to improve your description?
2. Tabulate the hours spent studying and the test scores of 12
classmates from your last exam. Present these data both in a table
and in one or more graphs. Is the graph or the table more effective
in representing this data? Do you observe any interesting trends?

PROBLEMS •
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Why might students and their instructors find such a graph or table
useful?
3. Pick a favorite food and write down at least 10 adjectives to
describe this food. Then cite at least five ways in which you might
use numbers to describe this food, (e.g., weight, temperature, fat
content), more precisely than using just words. Make one or more
of these measurements on your chosen food. What laboratory
equipment will you need to carry out your investigation?

4. Someone says to you, “I was thinking about Aunt Maria the
other day, and she called me on the phone. Doesn’t that prove ESP
exists?” What other information would you need to know to inves-
tigate this claim? How would you design an experiment to test this
sort of claim?

1. What is the closest major government research laboratory to
your school? What is the closest industrial laboratory? Describe one
research project that is now under way at one of these laboratories.
2. What are the major science departments at your school? How
many professors are performing research in each department? Are
these professors doing basic or applied research? Describe a pro-
gram of scientific research carried out by a member of your
school’s faculty. How is the scientific method employed in this
research?
3. Identify a current piece of legislation relating to science or tech-
nology (perhaps an environmental or energy bill). How did your
representatives in Congress vote on this issue? Did they use scien-
tific knowledge or received wisdom to arrive at their decision?
4. Look at a recent newspaper article about science funding. What
is the funding agency? Is the proposed research basic or applied?
5. Find a science story in a newspaper or popular magazine. Who
were the scientists who conducted the research? Where did they do
the work? How was the research funded?
6. How were scientists depicted in the novel and film versions of
Jurassic Park by Michael Crichton? Were you convinced by these
portrayals? Why? How do these portrayals compare with the faculty
doing research at your school?
7. Was Harvey justified in his use of animals in studies of the cir-
culatory system? What limits should scientists accept in research
using animals? What organizations (e.g., institutional animal con-
trol and review boards) at your school protect animals from unnec-
essary harm? What are their national standards regarding animal

research? What national organizations are involved in this debate?
What specific drugs, medicines, and procedures were developed
using animal research?
8. Design an experiment to test the relative strengths of three dif-
ferent kinds of aluminum can. What data would you need to col-
lect? What laboratory equipment would you need? How might you
present these data in tables and graphically?
9. Malaria, the deadliest infectious disease in the world, kills more
than 2 million people (mostly children in poor countries) every
year. The annual malaria research budget in the United States is
less than a million dollars, a minuscule fraction of spending on can-
cer, heart disease, and AIDS. Should the United States devote
more research funds to this disease, which does not occur in North
America? Why or why not? Can we use the scientific method to
answer this question?
10. Look at a carefully tended lawn at a golf course or ball field
and compare it with a patch of wild ground. Do your observations
match those of the Minnesota biodiversity experiment? Why or
why not? What hypotheses might you derive from your observa-
tions?
11. Does your school recycle? If so, why? What are the benefits of
recycling paper, metal, or plastic? Is there a benefit to recycling
paper since we can always grow more trees?
12. Think of an idea or a topic in which you are interested. Go to
Google Scholar: http://scholar.google.com/ and search peer-
reviewed journals to read about how research scientists with your
interests have studied the idea.

INVESTIGATIONS •
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